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Abstract

We present a network model of the interbank market in which optimizing risk averse banks lend to each other and invest in non-liquid assets. Market clearing takes place through a tâtonnement process which yields the equilibrium price, while traded quantities are determined by means of a matching algorithm. Contagion occurs through liquidity hoarding, interbank interlinkages and fire sale externalities. The resulting network configuration exhibits a core-periphery structure, dis-assortative behavior and low density. Within this framework we analyze the effects of prudential policies on the stability/efficiency trade-off. Liquidity requirements unequivocally decrease systemic risk but at the cost of lower efficiency (measured by aggregate investment in non-liquid assets); equity requirements tend to reduce risk (hence increase stability) without reducing significantly overall investment.
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1 Introduction

The propagation of bank losses which turned a shock to a small segment of the US financial system (the sub-prime mortgage market) into a large global banking crisis in 2007-2008 was due to multiple channels of contagion: liquidity hoarding due to banks’ precautionary behavior, direct cross-exposures in interbank markets and fire sale externalities. In the face of shocks to one segment of the financial markets and increasing uncertainty, banks start to hoard liquidity. As a result of the market freeze\textsuperscript{1}, many banks find themselves unable to honor their debt obligations in interbank markets. To cope with liquidity shocks and to fulfill equity requirements, most banks are forced to sell non-liquid assets: the ensuing fall in asset prices\textsuperscript{2} produces, under mark-to-market accounting, indirect losses to the balance sheet of banks exposed to those assets. Liquidity spirals turn then into insolvency.

Several papers have shown that credit interlinkages and fire sale externalities are not able to produce large contagion effects if taken in isolation.\textsuperscript{3} Our model embeds both channels and envisages a third crucial channel, namely liquidity hoarding. To the best of our knowledge, so far no theoretical model has jointly examined these channels of contagion to assess their impact on systemic risk. After dissecting the qualitative and quantitative aspects of risk transmission, we use the model to determine which prudential policy requirements can strike the best balance between reducing systemic risk and fostering investment in long term assets.

To examine the above channels of contagion and to assess the efficacy of prudential regulation we build a banking network model. The model consists of $N$ risk averse heterogeneous banks which perform optimizing portfolio decisions constrained by VaR (or regulatory) and liquidity requirements. Our framework integrates the micro-foundations of optimizing banks’ decisions within a network structure with interacting agents. Indeed, we do not adopt the convention often used in network models according to which links among nodes are exogenous (and probabilistic) and nodes’ behavior is best described by heuristic rules. On the contrary, we adopt the well established economic methodology according to which agents are optimizing, decisions are micro-founded and the price mechanism is endogenous.

The convexity in the optimization problem has two implications. First, banks can be both borrowers and lenders at the same time: this is a realistic feature of interbank markets. Second, coupled with convex marginal objectives in profits, it generates precautionary liquidity hoarding in the face of large shocks. The emerging liquidity freeze contributes to exacerbate loss propagation.\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{1}The increase in the LIBOR rate was a clear sign of liquidity hoarding. After the sub-prime financial shock the spread between the LIBOR and the U.S. Treasury went up 2% points and remained so for about nine months. As a mean of comparison during the Saving and Loans crisis the spread went up 1% point and remained so for nearly a month.

\textsuperscript{2}Fire sales are akin to pecuniary externalities as they work through changes in market prices and operate in the presence of equity constraints. See Greenwood et al. (2015) and Mas-Colell et al. (1995), chapter 11.

\textsuperscript{3}See for instance Caccioli et al. (2014) or Glasserman and Young (2014).

\textsuperscript{4}See also Afonso and Shin (2011).
invest in non-liquid assets, which trade at common prices, hence fire sale externalities emerge. Our banks also trade debt contracts with each other in the interbank market, hence defaults and debt interlinkages contribute to loss propagation. Markets are defined by a price vector and a procedure to match trading partners. The equilibrium price vector (in both the interbank and non-liquid asset markets) is reached through a tâtonnement process, in which prices are endogenously determined by sequential convergence of excess demand and supply. Once prices are determined, actual trading among heterogeneous banks takes place through a matching algorithm (see Gale and Shapley (1962) and Shapley and Shubik (1972)). To match trading partners in the interbank market we use a closest matching (or minimum distance) algorithm. Before examining the contagion channels in our model we assess its empirical performance and find that it can replicate important structural/topological features of real world interbank networks (core-periphery structure, low density, dis-assortative behavior).

In assessing the contagion channels we find a strong connection between systemic risk (measured by the probability of banks’ default) and contribution to it (measured with Shapley values; other centrality measures for systemic importance are considered in one of the appendices) and banks’ assets (borrowing and non-liquid assets). High interbank borrowing increases the scope of risk transmission through direct debt linkages. Investment in non-liquid assets enlarges the scope of fire sale externalities. Both channels are amplified if we take into account risk averse banks. When we analyze the impact of regulatory policy interestingly we find that an increase in the liquidity requirement reduces systemic risk more sharply and more rapidly than an increase in equity requirements. As banks are required to hold more liquidity, they reduce their exposure in the interbank market as well as their investment in non-liquid assets in absolute terms. The fall in interbank supply produces an increase in the interbank interest rate, which, due to asset substitution, induces a fall in non-liquid asset investment relative to interbank lending. Banks become less interconnected in the interbank market and less exposed to swings in the price of non-liquid assets. Both channels of contagion (cross-exposures and fire sale externalities) become less active. With an increase in the equity requirement instead the demand of interbank borrowing falls and so does the interbank rate. Banks substitute interbank lending, which has become less profitable, with investment in non-liquid assets. While the scope of network externalities and cascades in debt defaults falls, the scope of pecuniary externalities increases. On balance systemic risk, and the contribution of each bank to it, declines, but less than with an increase in liquidity requirements.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 relates our paper to the literature. Section 3 describes the model. Section 4 presents the baseline network topology and discusses

---

5 See also Cifuentes et al. (2005), Bluhm et al. (2014), Duffie and Zhu (2011).
6 For a recent summary including further references see Langfield and Soramäki (2014).
7 The Shapley value has been borrowed from the literature on both cooperative and non-cooperative games. See Shapley (1953) and Gul (1989) respectively, and Drehmann and Tarashev (2013) and Bluhm et al. (2014) for applications to banking.
the empirical matching. Section 5 analyzes the response of the network model to shocks and the contribution of each bank to systemic risk. Section 6 focuses on the policy analysis. Section 7 concludes. Appendices with figures and tables follow.

2 Related Literature

After the collapse of Lehman and the worldwide spreading of financial distress two views have emerged regarding the mechanisms triggering contagion. According to the first one, cascading defaults are due to credit interconnections. In high value payment systems banks rely on incoming funds to honor payments of outflows; when synchronicity breaks down and banks fail to honor debts, cascading defaults emerge. Eisenberg and Noe (2001), Afonso and Shin (2011) or Elliott et al. (2014) analyze this channel using lattice-theoretic methods to solve for the unique fixed point of an equilibrium mapping. Works in this area take the payment relations as given; we make a step forward as credit interlinkages in our model result from portfolio optimization and endogenous price mechanisms. According to the second view, financial distress is triggered by fire sale externalities in environments characterized by asset commonality coupled with mark-to-market accounting and equity requirements (see also Greenwood et al. (2015)). As one bank is hit by a shock, it tries to sell assets to meet VaR or capital constraints. Under mark-to-market accounting, the endogenous fall in market prices negatively affects other banks’ balance sheets. Cifuentes et al. (2005) and Bluhm et al. (2014) also formalize this mechanism. Our model encompasses both views and shows that both are important to account for risk propagation. Moreover, we bring to the fore a third mechanism based on liquidity hoarding: once financial distress has emerged banks become more cautious and hoard liquidity. The ensuing liquidity freeze amplifies risk propagation. A similar channel is present also in Afonso and Shin (2011).

Our paper is also related to three other strands of recent literature. First, it contributes to the literature which tries to assess the trade-offs between risk sharing and risk propagation. Using an interbank network, Allen and Gale (2000) show the existence of a monotonically decreasing relation between systemic risk and the degree of connectivity. More recent views challenge - at least in part - this conclusion by showing that a trade off emerges between decreasing individual risk due to risk sharing and increasing systemic risk due to the amplification of financial distress. Battiston et al. (2012) show for instance that the relation between connectivity and systemic risk is hump shaped: at relatively low levels of connectivity, the risk of individual default goes down with density thanks to risk sharing while at high levels of connectivity, a positive feedback loop makes a bank

---

8See also Bluhm et al. (2014) and Halaj and Kok (2015).
9In their model each bank is linked only to one neighbor along a ring. They show that the probability of a bankruptcy avalanche is equal to one in the credit chain, but that, as the number of partners of each bank increases (namely when the credit network becomes complete), the risk of individual default goes asymptotically to zero due to the improved risk sharing possibilities.
under distress more prone to default as the number of partners under distress increases. In the numerical simulations of our model, we will assume a multinomial distribution of correlated shocks in order to capture the presence of feedback loops.

Secondly, our paper is related to the literature analyzing metrics of systemic risk and measuring the contribution of each bank to it (namely metrics of systemic importance). Third, a connection can also be established with the literature analyzing matching mechanisms in markets along the lines indicated by Shapley and Shubik (see for instance Shapley and Shubik (1972)). Finally, our paper is related to an emerging literature studying prudential regulation in financial networks (see for instance Gai et al. (2011) among many others).

3 The Banking Network

We consider a financial system consisting of \(N\) banks, each one represented by a node. For this population of banks we can define ex-ante a network \(g \in G\) as the set of links (borrowing/lending relationships) where \(G\) represents the set of all possible networks. The network is weighted: an edge or link between banks \(i\) and \(j\) is indicated by the element \(g_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}\) where \(g_{ij}\) represents the amount (in money) lent by bank \(i\) to bank \(j\). Moreover, the network is directed i.e. \(g_{ij} \neq g_{ji}, i \neq j\). Notice that each bank can be both a borrower and a lender vis-à-vis different counterparties.

An important aspect is that cross-lending positions (hence the network links) result endogenously from the banks’ optimizing decisions (see next section) and the markets’ tâtonnement processes. Banks in our model are characterized also by external (non interbank) assets (cash and non-liquid assets) and liabilities (deposits). As usual, equity or net worth is defined as the difference between total assets and total liabilities. By assumption, banks are heterogeneous due to different returns on non-liquid assets.

Prices in the interbank market and the market for non-liquid assets are determined by sequential tâtonnement processes. In the first stage of the sequence, clearing takes place in the interbank market, given the price of non-liquid assets. In the second stage clearing takes place in the market for non-liquid assets. In each market Walrasian auctioneers (see also Cifuentes et al. (2005) or Duffie and Zhu (2011)) receive individual demand and supply (of interbank loans and of non-liquid assets respectively) and adjust prices until the distance between aggregate demand and supply has converged to zero. Once a clearing price has been achieved, actual trade takes place. Traded

\(^{10}\) Also Gai et al. (2011) derive a non-monotonic relationship between connectivity and systemic risk.

\(^{11}\) In the numerical simulation we will also allow the model to account for heterogeneity in the level of deposits and equities.

\(^{12}\) As in all centralized tâtonnement processes, this adjustment takes place in fictional time with no actual trading. Trading takes place only when price convergence has been achieved.

\(^{13}\) Banks in our model are risk averse, hence have concave objective functions and linear constraints. The convexity of the optimization problem and the assumption of an exponential aggregate supply function guarantees that individual and aggregate excess demand and supply behave in both markets according to Liapunov convergence.
quantities in our model are determined according to a closest matching algorithm (see Section 3.2.2 for details). A general overview of the model and the channels which operate in it are described visually in Appendix B.

3.1 The banking problem

Our network consists of optimizing banks which solve portfolio optimization problems subject to regulatory and balance sheet constraints. Banks are risk averse and have convex marginal utilities. The convex optimization problem (concave objective function subject to linear constraints) allows us to account for interior solutions for both borrowing and lending. Banks are therefore on both sides of the interbank market vis-à-vis different counterparties: this is a realistic feature of interbank markets and is a necessary condition for a core-periphery configuration to emerge (see Craig and von Peter (2014)). Furthermore we assume that banks have convex marginal utilities with respect to profits.\(^\text{14}\) Empirical observation shows that banks tend to adopt precautionary behavior in an uncertain environment.\(^\text{15}\) Convex marginal utilities allow us to account for this fact, since in this case banks’ expected marginal utility (hence banks’ precautionary savings) tends to increase with the degree of uncertainty.

Banks’ portfolios are made up of cash, non-liquid assets and interbank lending. Moreover, banks are funded by means of deposits and interbank loans. Hence, the balance sheet of bank \(i\) is given by:

\[
c_i + p n_i + l_{i1} + l_{i2} + \ldots + l_{ik} = d_i + b_{i1} + b_{i2} + \ldots + b_{ik'} + e_i
\]  

where \(c_i\) represents cash holdings, \(n_i\) denotes the volume and \(p\) the price of non liquid assets (so that \(pn_i\) is the market value of the non liquid portion of the bank’s portfolio), \(d_i\) stands for deposits and \(e_i\) for equity. \(l_{ij}\) is the amount lent to bank \(j\) where \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, k\) and \(k\) is the cardinality of the set of borrowers from the bank in question; \(b_{ij}\) is the amount borrowed from bank \(j\) where \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, k'\) and \(k'\) is the cardinality of the set of lenders to the bank in question. Hence \(l_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k} l_{ij}\) stands for total interbank lending and \(b_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k'} b_{ij}\) stands for total interbank borrowing.\(^\text{16}\)

The bank’s optimization decisions are subject to two standard regulatory requirements:

\[
c_i \geq \alpha d_i
\]  

\(^{14}\)This amounts to assuming a positive third derivative.
\(^{15}\)See also Afonso and Shin (2011).
\(^{16}\)Note that since banks cannot lend to nor borrow from themselves, we set \(l_{ii} = b_{ii} = 0 \forall i = 1, \ldots, N\).
\[ cr_i = \frac{c_i + pm_i + l_i - d_i - b_i}{\omega_n pm_i + \omega_l l_i} \geq \gamma + \tau \] (3)

Equation 2 is a liquidity requirement according to which banks must hold at least a fraction \( \alpha \) of their deposits in cash.\(^{17}\) Equation 3 is an equity requirement (which could also be rationalized as resulting from a VaR internal model). It states that the ratio of equity at market prices (at the numerator) over risk weighted assets (at the denominator) must not fall below a threshold \( \gamma + \tau \). Cash enters the constraint with zero risk weight since it is riskless in our model, while \( \omega_n \) and \( \omega_l \) represent the risk weights on non-liquid assets and interbank lending respectively. The parameter \( \gamma \) is set by the regulator, while the parameter \( \tau \) captures an additional desired equity buffer that banks choose to hold for precautionary motives.

The bank’s profits are given by the returns on lending in the interbank market (at the interest rate \( r^l \)) plus returns from investments in non-liquid assets (whose rate of return is \( r^p \)) minus the expected costs from interbank borrowing.\(^{18}\) The rate of return on non-liquid assets is exogenous and heterogeneous across banks: we assume that banks have access to investment opportunities with different degrees of profitability. The interest rates on borrowed funds are also heterogeneous across banks due to a risk premium. In lending to \( j \), bank \( i \) charges a premium \( r^p_j \) over the risk-free interest rate (i.e. the interest rate on interbank loans \( r^l \)), which depends on the probability of default of \( j \), \( pd_j \). The premium can be derived through an arbitrage condition. By lending \( l_{ij} \) to \( j \), bank \( i \) expects to earn an amount given by the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1 - pd_j) (r^l + r^p_j) l_{ij} + pd_j (r^l + r^p_j) (1 - \xi) l_{ij}
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

where \( \xi \) is the loss given default parameter. If bank \( j \) cannot default, bank \( i \) gets:

\[ l_{ij} r^l \] (5)

By equating 4 and 5 we can solve for the fair risk premium charged to counterparty \( j \):

\[ r^p_j = \frac{\xi pd_j}{1 - \xi pd_j} r^l \] (6)

It is immediate to verify that the premium is calculated so that, by lending to \( j \), bank \( i \) expects to get \( r^l l_{ij} \) (to obtain this, substitute the premium back into 4). We can interpret condition 4 also as a participation constraint: bank \( i \) will lend to bank \( j \) only if it gets an expected return from

\(^{17}\) Basel III proposes the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), which is somewhat more involved than Equation 2. Given the stylized nature of our model the LCR is not easy to capture, yet we consider that the liquidity requirement in Equation 2 provides a good approximation to the constraints faced by the bank in terms of liquidity management.

\(^{18}\) For simplicity it is assumed that deposits are not remunerated.
lending equal to the risk free rate, i.e. the opportunity cost of lending. By summing up over all possible counterparties of bank \(i\), and recalling that \(l_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k} l_{ij}\), we retrieve the overall gain that bank \(i\) expects to achieve by lending to all the borrowers: \(r^l l_i\). On the other hand, as a borrower, bank \(i\) must also pay the premium associated to its own default probability.\(^{19}\) Therefore the cost of borrowing is given by: \(r^b b_i = (r^l + r^p_i) b_i = \frac{1}{1 - \xi pd_i} r^l b_i\).

Finally, the gains from investment in non-liquid assets are given by: \(r^n n_i\). In what follows we will assume that the price of non-liquid assets is set to \(p = 1\) so the last expression simplifies to \(r^n n_i\). Given these assumptions, the profits of bank \(i\) read as follows:

\[
\pi_i = r^n n_i + r^l l_i - (r^l + r^p_i) b_i = r^n n_i + r^l l_i - \frac{1}{1 - \xi pd_i} r^l b_i
\]

(7)

The bank’s preferences are represented by a CRRA utility function:

\[
U(\pi_i) = \frac{(\pi_i)^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma}
\]

(8)

where \(\sigma\) stands for the bank’s risk aversion. As explained above the convex maximization problem serves a dual purpose. First, it allows us to obtain interior solutions for borrowing and lending. Second, since the CRRA utility function is characterized by convex marginal utilities (positive third derivatives), we can introduce banks’ precautionary behavior in the model. As marginal utilities are convex with respect to profits, higher uncertainty induces higher expected marginal utility at the optimal point. As expected marginal utility increases banks tend to be more cautious and to hoard liquidity more.

Another important aspect of concave optimization is that in non-linear set-ups, the variance in assets’ returns affects the bank’s decision. Higher variance in assets’ returns reduces expected banks’ utility, thereby reducing the extent of their involvement both in lending as well non-liquid assets investment. This is also the sense in which higher uncertainty in assets’ returns (interbank lending as well as non-liquid assets) produces liquidity hoarding and credit crunches. In this set up it is convenient to take a second order Taylor approximation of the expected utility of profits. Details of the derivation of the objective function of banks can be found in Appendix A. The approximated objective function is therefore given by:

\[
E[U(\pi_i)] \approx \frac{E[\pi_i]^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma} - \frac{\sigma}{2} E[\pi_i]^{-(1+\sigma)} \left( \sigma^2 \sigma^2_{\pi_i} - (b_i r^l)^2 \xi^2 (1 - \xi E[pd_i])^{-4} \sigma^2_{pd_i} \right)
\]

(9)

where \(E[\pi_i]\) stands for expected profits while \(\sigma^2_{\pi_i}\) and \(\sigma^2_{pd_i}\) stand for the variances of returns on

---

\(^{19}\)Since banks charge a fair risk premium, the returns that banks obtain from non-defaulting borrowers offset the losses resulting from contracts with defaulting borrowers. Borrowing banks, on the other hand, must always pay the premium.
non-liquid assets and default probability respectively. The problem of bank $i$ can be summarized as:

$$\max_{\{c_i, n_i, l_i, b_i\}} E[U(\pi_i)]$$

s.t. Equation 2, Equation 3, Equation 1

$$c_i, n_i, l_i, b_i \geq 0$$

3.2 Interbank Market Clearing

The interbank market clears in two stages. In the first stage a standard tâtonnement process is applied (see Mas-Colell et al. (1995)) and the interbank interest rate is obtained by clearing excess demand/supply. Individual demands and supplies (as obtained from banks’ optimization) are summed up to obtain market demand and supply. If excess demand or supply occurs at the market level, the interbank rate is adjusted sequentially to eliminate the discrepancy. In the second stage, after the equilibrium interbank rate has been determined, a matching algorithm determines the actual pairs of banks involved into bilateral trading (at market prices).

3.2.1 Price Tâtonnement in the Interbank Market

For a given calibration of the model, which includes an initial level of the interbank interest rate, the bank chooses the optimal demand ($b_i$) and supply ($l_i$) of interbank debt trading. These are submitted to a Walrasian auctioneer who sums them up and obtains the market demand $B = \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_i$ and supply $L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} l_i$. If $B > L$ there is excess notional demand in the market and therefore $r^l$ is increased, whereas the opposite happens if $B < L$. Changes in the interbank rates are bounded within intervals which guarantee the existence of an equilibrium (see Mas-Colell et al. (1995)). The upper limit of the interval is the highest yield on non-liquid assets, $\bar{r}_{l}(0)$, and the lower limit, $r_{l}(0)$, is set to zero. When solving the portfolio optimization banks take as given an initial value for interbank returns which is given by $r^l_{(0)} = \frac{r^l_{(0)} + r^l_{(0)}}{2}$. To fix ideas imagine that at the initial value banks’ optimization yields an aggregate excess supply of interbank lending (i.e. $L > B$). To clear the excess the interbank rate must fall to a new level given by $r^l_{(1)} = \frac{r^l_{(0)} + r^l_{(0)}}{2}$; the latter is obtained by setting $r^l_{(0)}$ as the new upper bound. Given the new interbank rate a new round of optimization and clearing starts. Notice that in the new round atomistic banks re-optimize by taking as given the new interbank rate $r^l_{(1)}$. This process continues until the change in interest rate

---

20This iteration normally takes place in fictitious time. Banks do not trade during interest rate adjustment. Trade only occurs once the equilibrium interest rate has been determined.
is below an arbitrarily small threshold level. A similar adjustment is undertaken in the opposite direction if \( B > L \).

The clearing price process delivers an equilibrium interest rate as well as two vectors, \( \mathbf{l} = [l_1 \ l_2 \ ... \ l_N] \) and \( \mathbf{b} = [b_1 \ b_2 \ ... \ b_N] \), which correspond to optimal lending and borrowing of all banks for given equilibrium prices.

### 3.2.2 Matching Trading Partners

Once the equilibrium interest rate has been achieved, actual bilateral trading relations among banks have to be determined. This is to say that given the vectors \( \mathbf{l} = [l_1 \ l_2 \ ... \ l_N] \) and \( \mathbf{b} = [b_1 \ b_2 \ ... \ b_N] \) obtained during the price clearing process we need to match pairs of banks for the actual trading to take place. We use a matching algorithm to determine how bank \( i \) distributes its lending \( (l_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} l_{ij}) \) and/or borrowing \( (b_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} b_{ij}) \) among its potential counterparties.

The matching algorithm, therefore, will determine the structure of the network. Mathematically the matching algorithm delivers the matrix of interbank positions \( \mathbf{X} \), with element \( x_{ij} \) indicating the exposure (through lending) of bank \( i \) to bank \( j \), starting from the vectors \( \mathbf{l} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \). Once all trading has been cleared the vectors \( \mathbf{l} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \) will also correspond to the row sum and column sum (respectively) of the matrix \( \mathbf{X} \).

In particular, the matching algorithm we consider is the closest matching, or minimum distance, algorithm (CMA). The rationale behind this mechanism lies in matching pairs of banks whose desired demand and supply are close in terms of size. In this case matching takes place sequentially following the notion of deferred-acceptance established in Gale and Shapley (1962). The interbank trading matrix obtained by this method delivers a low level of connectivity, providing in fact a minimum density matrix. This low level of density or connectivity is in line with the one observed in the data. The CMA is also based on a stability rationale, as it is generally compatible with pairwise efficiency and has been proposed in the seminal treaty of Shubik (1999) as most apt to capture clearing in borrowing and lending relations.

---

21 Equivalently, one can think of the process as stopping when \( |L - B| \leq \varepsilon \), where \( \varepsilon \) is an arbitrarily small number.

22 Bluhm et al. (2014) employ this matching algorithm. In their model however banks are either borrowers or lenders and this simplifies the workings of the algorithm. In our model the algorithm needs to be adapted to allow for banks entertaining multiple borrowing and lending relations.

23 Notice that since banks can ex-post differentiate risk premia according to the risk of the borrower, they are effectively indifferent among alternative counterparts. As noted above, risk premia are derived so as to achieve certainty equivalence under the assumption of concave banks’ objectives.

24 For a new, more involved, minimum density technique to obtain interbank matrices from the vectors of total lending and borrowing see Anand et al. (2015).

25 In a previous version of this paper we also considered two alternative matching mechanisms, namely the maximum entropy algorithm and a random matching algorithm. These two alternatives deliver networks with a significantly different topology. Yet, we find that on average the structure of the network does not matter much for systemic risk assessment (see Glasserman and Young (2014)). Therefore we do not report results for other matching algorithms, although they are available upon request.
3.3 Price Tâtonnement in the Market for Non-Liquid Assets

The clearing process in the market for non-liquid assets is modelled along the lines of Cifuentes et al. (2005). The price of non-liquid assets is initially set to 1. This is the price corresponding to zero aggregate sales and banks fulfilling regulatory requirements (i.e. the “status quo” price). The occurrence of shocks to banks’ non-liquid asset holdings may force them to put some of their stock of assets on the market in order to fulfill regulatory requirements. This increases the supply of assets above demand. As a result the market price adjusts to clear the market.

Given the optimal portfolio decisions, we can denote the bank’s optimal supply (or demand) of non-liquid assets with $s_i$. Since $s_i$ is decreasing in $p$, the aggregate sales function, $S(p) = \sum s_i(p)$, is also decreasing in $p$. An equilibrium price is such that total excess demand equals supply, namely $S(p) = D(p)$. The aggregate demand function $\Theta : [p, 1] \rightarrow [p, 1]$ will be denoted with $\Theta(p)$. Given this function, an equilibrium price solves the following fixed point problem:

$$\Theta(p) = d^{-1}(S(p))$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The price at which total aggregate sales are zero, namely $p = 1$, can certainly be considered one equilibrium price. But a key insight from Cifuentes et al. (2005) is that a second (stable) equilibrium price exists, to the extent that the supply curve $S(p)$ lies above the demand curve $D(p)$ for some range of values. The convergence to the second equilibrium price is guaranteed by using the following inverse demand function:

$$p = \exp(-\beta \sum s_i),$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\beta$ is a positive constant to scale the price responsiveness with respect to non-liquid assets sold, and $s_i$ is the amount of bank $i$’s non-liquid assets sold on the market. Integrating back the demand function in Equation 11 yields the following:

$$\frac{dp}{dt} = \beta S(p)$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

which states that the price will go up (down) in the presence of excess demand (supply). In the above differential equation $\beta$ represents the rate of adjustment of prices along the dynamic trajectory.

Numerically, price tâtonnement in the market for non-liquid assets takes place through an iterative process which can be described as follows. At the initial equilibrium the price is set to 1. Following a shock to the non-liquid asset portfolio of any given bank, a shift in aggregate supply occurs. Bank $i$ starts selling non-liquid assets to satisfy its equity requirement and this results into

---

26This function can be rationalized by assuming the existence of some noise traders in the market.
$S(1) = s_i > 0$. At $S(1)$ the bid price, given by the inverse demand function Equation 11, is given by $p(S(1))^{\text{bid}}$, while the offer price is one. Given this discrepancy a new price, $p(S(1))^{\text{mid}}$, is set at the intermediate level between the bid and the ask. The new price is lower than the initial equilibrium price. This determines a fall in the value of banks’ non-liquid asset portfolios. Once again banks are forced to sell assets to fulfill equity requirements, a process which forces further price falls through the mechanism just described. The iterative process continues until demand and supply cross at the equilibrium price $p^*$. Notice that convergence is guaranteed since we have a downward sloping market demand function given by Equation 11.

3.4 Equilibrium Definition

**Definition.** A competitive equilibrium in our model is defined as follows:

(i) A quadruple $(l_i, b_i, n_i, c_i)$ for each bank $i$ that solves the optimization problem $P$.

(ii) A clearing price in the interbank market, $r^l$, which satisfies $B = L$, with $B = \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_i$ and $L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} l_i$.

(iii) A trading-matching algorithm for the interbank market.

(iv) A clearing price for the market of non-liquid assets, $p$, that solves the fixed point: $\Theta(p) = d^{-1}(s(p))$.

3.5 Risk Transmission Channels in the Model

Before proceeding with the simulation results, it is useful to highlight the main channels of risk transmission in this model. There are three channels which operate simultaneously; to fix ideas we start by describing the effects of real interlinkages.

First, a direct channel goes through the lending exposure in the interbank market. When bank $i$ is hit by a shock which makes it unable to repay interbank debt, default losses are transmitted to all the banks exposed to $i$ through interbank loans. Depending on the size of losses, these banks, in turn, might find themselves unable to fulfill their obligations in the interbank market.

The increase of default losses and in the uncertainty of debt repayment makes risk averse banks more cautious. They therefore hoard liquidity. The ensuing fall in the supply of liquidity increases the likelihood that banks will not honor their debts, reduces banks’ resiliency to shocks and amplifies the cascading effects of losses. Notice that convex marginal objectives with respect to returns are also crucial in determining an increase in precautionary savings in the face of increasing uncertainty.

Liquidity shortage quickly turns into insolvency. Moreover, it reduces banks’ exposure to non-liquid assets. Eventually banks are forced to sell non-liquid assets if they do not meet regulatory requirements. If the sale of the assets is large enough, the market experiences a collapse of the asset price. This is the essence of pecuniary externalities, namely the fact that liquidity scarcity and the ensuing individual banks’ decisions have an impact on market prices. In an environment in which
banks’ balance sheets are measured with mark-to-market accounting, the fall in the asset price induces accounting losses to all banks which have invested in the same asset. Accounting losses force other banks to sell non-liquid assets under distress. This vicious circle also contributes to turn a small shock into a spiralling chain of sales and losses. Three elements are crucial in determining the existence of fire sale externalities in our model. First, the presence of equity requirements affects market demand elasticities in a way that individual banks’ decisions about asset sales do end up affecting market prices. Second, the tâtonnement process described above produces falls in asset prices whenever supply exceeds demand. Third, banks’ balance sheet items are evaluated with a mark-to-market accounting procedure.

All the above-mentioned channels (credit interconnections among banks, liquidity hoarding and fire sales) have played an important role during the 2007 crisis. Caballero and Simsek (2013) for instance describe the origin of fire sale externalities in a model in which the complex financial architecture also induces uncertainty, which amplifies financial panic. Afonso and Shin (2011) instead focus on loss transmission due to direct exposure of banks in the money market and through liquidity hoarding. Our model merges those approaches and gains a full picture of the extent of the cascade following shocks to individual banks.

Notice that the mechanisms just described are in place even if the shock hits a single bank. However to produce a more realistic picture in the simulations presented below we assume a multinomial distribution of shocks to non-liquid assets: initial losses can therefore hit all banks and can also in principle be correlated. Therefore our numerical exercise will account for the quantitative relevance of contagion by assuming also asset risk commonality.

### 3.6 Systemic Risk

The 2007-8 crisis moved the attention of supervisory authorities from the too-big-to-fail to the too-interconnected-to-fail banks. In the past, systemically important banks were identified based on concentration indices such as the Herfindahl index. Nowadays systemically important banks are those who are highly interconnected with others. To measure the relevance of interconnections, an important distinction arises between ex ante and ex post metrics. Ex ante measures determine the contribution of each bank to systemic risk based on a time-$$t$$ static configuration of the network. These measures are useful as they identify banks/nodes which can potentially be risk spreaders, but they have little predictive power, as they do not consider the transformations in the network topology following shocks. On the contrary ex post measures do so, hence they can be fruitfully used in stress tests. Overall ex ante measures can be used for preemptive actions, while ex post measures can be used to predict the possible extent of contagion in the aftermath of shocks, an information crucial to establish the correct implementation of post-crisis remedies.

---

27 A schematic representation of the shock transmission process is given in Figure 4 in Appendix C.
Our focus here is on one ex post metric, namely the Shapley value (see Shapley (1953), and Bluhm et al. (2014) and Drehmann and Tarashev (2013) for applications to banking). In Appendix D we report the performance in the numerical analysis of a set of ex ante metrics, namely network centrality measures, as well as their comparison with the Shapley value. The Shapley value comes from the literature on cooperative and non-cooperative game theory, and provides the contribution (through permutations) of each bank to an aggregate value. The latter in our case is the aggregate probability of default and is computed via the ratio of assets from all defaulting banks to total assets, \( \Phi = \frac{\sum_{\Omega \subseteq i} \text{assets}_\Omega}{\sum \text{assets}_i} \), where \( \Omega \in i \) identifies the set of defaulting banks (banks that cannot fulfill regulatory requirements even after selling all assets). One desirable property of the Shapley value is additivity, which in our case implies that the marginal contribution of each bank adds up to the aggregate default probability. The additivity property facilitates the implementability of macro-prudential instruments at individual bank levels since capital requirements can be designed as linear transformations of the marginal contribution.

Formally the Shapley value is defined as follows. Define \( O: 1, \ldots, n \to 1, \ldots, n \) to be a permutation that assigns to each position \( k \) the player \( O(k) \). Furthermore denote by \( \pi(N) \) the set of all possible permutations with player set \( N \). Given a permutation \( O \), and denoting by \( \Delta_i(O) \) the set of predecessors of player \( i \) in the order \( O \), the Shapley value can be expressed in the following way:

\[
\Xi_i(v^\Psi) = \frac{1}{N!} \sum_{O \in \pi_N} \left( v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O) \cup i) - v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O)) \right)
\]

where \( v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O)) \) is the value obtained in permutation \( O \) by the players preceding player \( i \) and \( v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O) \cup i) \) is the value obtained in the same permutation when including player \( i \). That is, \( \Xi_i(v^\Psi) \) gives the average marginal contribution of player \( i \) over all permutations of player set \( N \). Note that the index \( \Psi \) denotes different possible shock scenarios, hence banks’ contribution to systemic risk is computed conditional on a shock vector to the banking system.\(^{28}\)

\[4\] **Baseline Scenario Results and Empirical Matching**

In this section we present the baseline network configuration, which we characterize using synthetic metrics, namely density, average path length, assortativity, clustering, betweenness and eigenvector centrality. Additionally, we consider other items derived from the final configuration of the network which are useful in assessing its realism. In particular we consider the ratio of interbank assets to total assets, the equilibrium interest rate achieved through the interbank market taâtonnement.

\(^{28}\) Due to the curse of dimensionality, the Shapley value is normally approximated in numerical simulations by the average contribution of banks to systemic risk over \( k \) randomly sampled permutations, \( \Xi_i(v^\Psi) \approx \frac{1}{k} \sum_{O \in \pi_k} \left( v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O) \cup i) - v^\Psi(\Delta_i(O)) \right) \).
process, the number of intermediaries in the system (i.e. banks which both borrow and lend), and the subset of intermediaries which form the core of the system.\textsuperscript{29}

Our primary goal is to verify that our banking network shares topological properties with the empirical counterparts. We indeed find that our model is able to replicate a number of stylized facts characterizing real world interbank networks (core-periphery structure, low density and dis-assortative behavior).

Before presenting the simulation results for the baseline structure, we describe the model calibration, which is largely based on banking and regulatory data. Table 1 summarizes calibrated values and shock distributions.

Following Drehmann and Tarashev (2013), the number of banks is set to 20. This allows to replicate a fairly concentrated structure. The liquidity requirement parameter, $\alpha$, is set to 10%, mimicking the cash reserve ratio in the U.S. The equity ratio requirement is set to 8%, following Federal Reserve regulatory definitions and also in line with Basel III. The banks’ capital buffer (on top of the equity requirement) is set to 1%. Risk weights are set according to regulatory policy: $\omega_n$, the risk weight on non-liquid assets, is set equal to 1 in accordance with the weights applied in Basel II for commercial bank loans; $\omega_l$, the risk weight on interbank lending, is set to 0.2, which is the actual risk weight used for interbank deposits in OECD countries. We use data from Bureau van Dijk’s Bankscope database to calibrate deposits and equity. We take the average of total assets for the period 2011-2013 for Euro Area banks, and use deposits and equity (again averaged over 2011-2013) of the top 20 banks in terms of assets.\textsuperscript{30} The return on non-liquid assets is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over the range $0 - 15\%$ (the variance is computed accordingly), whereas the vector of shocks to non-liquid assets, which is the starting point of the shock transmission process, is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean of 5, a variance of 25 and zero covariance (we draw 1000 shocks to evaluate the model). The variance is set high enough so as to capture the possibility of high stress scenarios. We set the loss given default parameter $\xi$ to 0.5 (see for instance Memmel and Sachs (2013)), whereas for the expected probability of default and its variance we assign values of 0.5\% and 0.3\% respectively. Finally, the banks’ risk aversion parameter $\sigma$ is set equal to 2. For precautionary saving to arise such parameter must be larger than 1.

\textsuperscript{29}As noted by Craig and von Peter (2014), interbank markets typically present a tiered structure, and intermediation plays a key role in assessing that structure. In particular, an interbank market is tiered when there are banks which intermediate between other banks that are not directly connected. The two tiers thus formed are a core of densely connected banks, and a periphery of banks unconnected to each other directly but connected to the core. Core banks are therefore a strict subset of intermediaries: those intermediaries that serve to connect peripheral banks that would otherwise be disconnected from each other.

\textsuperscript{30}The underlying data used to construct the averages is at the quarterly frequency, the highest frequency available for such data. The calibration is done with this frequency in mind. This has a bearing on the usefulness of systemic risk and systemic importance measures. For instance, at an extremely high frequency, systemic importance measures building directly on the matrix of interbank connections are likely to be very volatile and therefore lose most of their informational value.
Table 1: Baseline calibration

We start by describing the partitions of banks into borrowers and lenders, the share of interbank assets over total assets and the equilibrium interbank rate (see also Table 2 below). Given the above calibration, the equilibrium interbank rate is 2.98%, in line with the pre-crisis average of EONIA. Interbank assets as a share of total assets stand at 23.7%, also in line with real world counterparts. There are 5 banks that only lend (banks 6, 10, 16, 17 and 19), 6 that only borrow (2, 5, 7, 8, 14 and 15) and 9 intermediaries that both borrow and lend (1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18 and 20). Generally speaking banks who borrow are those whose returns on non-liquid assets are high (and higher than returns on interbank lending). Since those have good investment opportunities they wish to invest and require liquidity beyond the one present in their portfolio. On the contrary banks decide to lend when the rate that they receive on bank lending is higher than the rate of return on non-liquid assets. The convexity of the optimization problem implies that internal solutions exist and banks can be on both sides of the market, namely being borrowers and lenders at the same time. Few large banks enter both sides of the market and act as central nodes: those banks have high returns on non-liquid assets, hence they wish to obtain liquidity for investment, but they also have large cash balances and are willing to lend to acquire a diversified portfolio.
4.1 Synthetic Measures of Network Architecture and Empirical Matching

Our next step is to describe the network topology by using synthetic network indicators. Notice that synthetic metrics describing the network largely depend upon the banks’ optimization problem and upon the matching algorithm. On the other hand, for the static network configuration the three contagion channels described previously do not play a role since they become operative only when banks are hit by shocks. The network response to shocks and the role of the contagion channels for systemic risk will be analysed in Section 5.

Figure 1 presents the baseline configuration with an interbank matrix computed via the closest matching algorithm (CMA hereafter), given the parameters from Table 1. Different nodes represent banks and their size is given by total assets. The width of arrows indicates the amounts transacted and an arrow going from $i$ to $j$ indicates that $i$ is exposed to $j$ through lending. The amount of links is not particularly high. In network parlance, the network exhibits low density: the density of the network is 7.37%, in line with the evidence from country-specific studies of interbank markets.

Table 2 shows results for the other synthetic metrics considered, given the baseline parameterization.

---

31To compute some of the network indicators we made use of the Brain Connectivity Toolbox and the MatlabBGL library.

32See for instance van Lelyveld and In’t Veld (2012) for the Dutch case. Regardless of the specific number, a general finding from the literature is that interbank markets present low density.
Density (%) & 7.37 \\
Average Degree & 1.40 \\
Average Path Length & 2.60 \\
Betweenness Centrality (Av.) & 7.10 \\
Eigenvector Centrality (Av.) & 0.13 \\
Clustering Coefficient (Av.) & 0.03 \\
Assortativity & \\
\textit{out-in degree} & -0.15 \\
\textit{in-out degree} & 0.26 \\
\textit{out-out degree} & -0.31 \\
\textit{in-in degree} & -0.44 \\
\# Intermediaries & 9 \\
\# Core Banks & 3 \\
Interbank Assets/Total Assets (%) & 23.68 \\
Equilibrium Interbank Rate (%) & 2.98 \\

\textbf{Table 2:} Network characteristics - Baseline setting

The first two network metrics are closely related. The density of the network captures the share of existing links over the total amount of possible links, whereas the average degree gives the average number of connections per bank. Both metrics proxy the extent of diversification in the network. By construction, the CMA network presents low density and hence a low average degree: a bank is connected on average to 1.4 other banks.

The average path length is the mean shortest path between pairs of nodes. It gives an idea of the ease with which one can expect to get from a given node to any other given node. In our case this number is $2.6$, implying that the average bank is almost 3 connections away. The average path length is small, in line with real-world interbank networks (see Alves et al. (2013) or Boss et al. (2004) among others). This implies that exposure is not far away for the average bank in the network.

Betweenness and eigenvector centrality are computed as averages for all nodes in the network. The CMA network features high betweenness and eigenvector centrality since a few banks act as gatekeepers.

The clustering coefficient measures the tendency of neighbors of a given node to connect to each other, thereby generating a cluster of connections. For our network configuration the average clustering coefficient is low, especially in relation to other types of networks (for instance, trade networks), and in line with evidence on real-world interbank networks.

The assortativity coefficient aims at capturing the tendency of high-degree nodes to be linked to other high-degree nodes. As noted by Bargigli et al. (2015), interbank networks tend to be dis-assortative, implying that high-degree nodes tend to connect to other high-degree nodes less
frequently than would be expected under the assumption of a random re-wiring of the network that preserves the nodes’ degrees. With the exception of the in-out coefficient, which presents positive assortativity, our network presents in fact dis-assortative behavior. These results are in line with those observed in the data (see for instance Bargigli et al. (2015) or Alves et al. (2013) among others). Notice that dis-assortative behavior is associated with core-periphery structures; this is true both in the data and in our model. As already mentioned above, a necessary condition for the presence of a core-periphery structure is to have banks which both borrow and lend, i.e. to have intermediaries. Out of the 20 banks in our model, 9 are intermediaries. Furthermore, from these 9 banks, 3 constitute the core of the network.$^{33}$

To sum up our network shares most synthetic indicators with the empirical counterparts. Notably the network is characterized by low density, low clustering, low average path length, dis-assortative behavior and a core-periphery structure in which the core is a strict subset of all intermediaries. Further results for the simulation of the baseline network can be found in Appendix D.

5 Model Response to Shocks

An essential prerequisite of prudential regulation consists in measuring systemic risk and identifying systemically important banks. Assessing the contribution of each bank to risk propagation is indeed a crucial aspect of the inspecting activity that supervisors conduct to prevent crises. To this aim and prior to the analysis of the prudential policy we present some metrics that measure the contribution of each bank to systemic risk or that allow the supervisor to detect systemically important intermediaries. In this section we focus specifically on the Shapley value. Given the system-wide default probability following a multinomial distribution of banks’ shocks, the Shapley value determines the contribution of each bank to it.$^{34}$

Figure 2 presents each bank’s contribution to systemic risk, based on the Shapley value methodology. The number of permutations considered for the computation of the Shapley Value was set to 1000. The clearing algorithm used is that of Eisenberg and Noe (2001). We simulate shocks to the value of non-liquid assets with multinomial distributions. In response to those shocks all channels of contagion are activated. First and foremost, banks become more cautious and start to hoard liquidity thereby producing a credit crunch in the interbank market. The fall in liquidity supply together with the adverse shocks on some banks’ assets produces many adverse effects: some banks stop honoring their debt obligations, most banks de-leverage, and some banks sell their non-liquid assets to meet equity and liquidity requirements. All those actions trigger further losses. The

---

$^{33}$Our conception of the core follows that of the seminal work of Craig and von Peter (2014). We thank Ben Craig for sharing the code for the computation of the core-periphery structure.

$^{34}$Other indicators can be used to identify systemically important banks. In Appendix D we present results for one such type of indicators, namely network centrality metrics, and compare the results with those obtained from the Shapley value analysis.
liquidity hoarding reduces the system’s resiliency to shocks: banks who do not repay their debt transmit direct losses to exposed lenders; fire sales of non-liquid assets, by triggering falls in assets prices, transmit indirect losses to the balance sheets of other banks.

![Figure 2: Contribution to systemic risk (mean Shapley Value) by bank](image)

By jointly analyzing the data in Figure 2 and the banks’ optimal portfolio allocations as reported in Table 4 in Appendix D we find that the banks which contribute the most to systemic risk are the ones which both borrow in the interbank market and invest highly in non-liquid assets. Generally speaking we find a strong connection between Shapley value and total assets. Interbank borrowing increases the extent of risk transmission through direct interconnections, while investment in non-liquid assets increases the extent of risk transmission via fire sale externalities. The more banks borrow and the more banks invest in non-liquid assets, the larger is their contribution to cascading defaults and to systemic risk. The rationale behind this is as follows. Banks which leverage more in the interbank market are clearly more exposed to the risk of default on interbank debts. The larger is the size of debt default the larger are the losses that banks transmit to their counterparts. Borrowing banks therefore contribute to systemic risk since they are the vehicle of network/interconnection externalities. On the other hand, banks which invest more in non-liquid assets transmit risks since they are the vehicle of pecuniary externalities. The higher is the fraction of non-liquid asset investment, the higher is the negative impact that banks’ fire sales have on market prices. The

\[\text{Figure 2: Contribution to systemic risk (mean Shapley Value) by bank}\]

\[\text{35 Usually those are also the banks with the higher returns on non-liquid assets investment.}\]
higher is the collapse in market prices, the higher are the accounting losses experienced by all other banks due to asset commonality and mark-to-market accounting. Notice that banks which invest and borrow much are also those with the highest returns on non-liquid assets investment. As banks invest more they also grow in size, consequently there is also a connection between banks’ size and systemic risk. Figure 2 (observed in combination with total assets as from Table 4 which presents the optimal balance sheet structure in the baseline setting) shows for instance that smaller banks tend to contribute less to systemic risk. While the Shapley value shows a strong connection to total assets, the connection to other balance sheet items or relevant balance sheet ratios is not particularly strong (see Figure 5 in Appendix D.2). To assess the role of banks’ risk aversion and precautionary savings on the transmission of risk we present the main results for systemic risk by comparing the models with and without risk averse banks: see Appendix E. Generally speaking systemic risk is higher with risk averse banks. In the face of uncertainty banks’ marginal utility from hoarding liquidity increases. The fall in interbank supply drives interbank rates up, which in turn increases debt default rates. Introducing convex preferences generally increases the degree of non-linearity featured by the model.

To test the robustness of the Shapley value we compute the ranking of systemically important banks also using alternative metrics, namely network centrality indicators. Due to space considerations, simulation results for those are presented and discussed in Appendix D.

6 Policy Analysis: Stability versus Efficiency

Recent guidelines on prudential regulation from Basel III include requirement ratios both for equity and for liquidity. A crucial policy question is whether changing the regulatory requirements affects systemic risk and the contribution of each bank to it. In setting the level of the regulatory requirements there are clearly trade-offs. For instance, higher equity requirements might be beneficial since they reduce the extent of banks’ leverage (thereby reducing direct interconnections) and increase the share of assets potentially able to absorb losses. On the other hand, higher equity requirements imply that banks can invest less and that in the face of shocks the extent of fire sale increases with respect to the tightness of the regulatory constraint. Similar trade-offs apply to liquidity requirements.

We inspect the variations in systemic risk and in the optimal allocation for different values of the liquidity requirement $\alpha$ and of the equity requirement $\gamma$. As in the baseline setting, the number of permutations for the computation of the Shapley Value is set to 1000.

Table 3 summarizes the main results from the policy experiments. To the left (right) we have the

---

36 This holds irrespective of the matching algorithm used: in exercises not reported here we have computed the interbank matrix using other matching algorithms (which deliver a different network topology) and the message stays unaltered.
results from changes in the liquidity (equity) requirement. The different panels (rows) represent, respectively: total systemic risk, interbank assets as a share of total assets, non-liquid assets as a share of equity, the equilibrium interest rate, leverage and network density.

We start by examining how overall systemic risk and the contribution of each bank to it change when altering the two policy parameters. At first glance, overall systemic risk shows a downward trend when we increase the liquidity parameter \( \alpha \). That said, as is obvious from the charts, starting from values around 0.2 systemic risk exhibits a jig-saw behaviour within this general downward trend. Such behaviour is not present in the linear model with risk neutrality and we therefore attribute it to the non-linearities embedded in the set-up of our model. There are some banks that always contribute to systemic risk (mostly banks 1, 2, 3, 5, 12 and 16, see Figure 8). Note that the bank-specific charts as well as the overall systemic risk plot present confidence bands from the 1000 shock realizations. The rationale for the results is as follows. As banks must hold more liquidity for precautionary motives, their exposure in the interbank market declines, though this is not reflected in interbank assets as a share of total assets since the reduction in non-liquid assets is quite substantial (see the upper right panel in Table 3). The interbank interest rate increases due to the scarce supply of liquidity (see lower left panel in Table 3) and banks’ investment in non-liquid assets declines as available liquidity falls. Overall, there is a strong reduction in the scope for fire sale externalities and a relatively milder increase in the scope for network externalities. The ratio of non-liquid assets to equity is halved for the range of values of \( \alpha \) under consideration, pointing to the trade off between stability (as proxied by systemic risk) and efficiency (as proxied by aggregate investment in non-liquid assets).

Results are somehow more complex when we increase the equity requirement, \( \gamma \). As this parameter increases, overall systemic risk declines over an initial range, but it stays flat after roughly 0.13. Banks leverage less and the interbank interest rate declines as the demand of liquid funds has declined. This reduces the overall scope for transmitting default losses, and in fact interbank lending as a percentage of assets reaches very low values (see middle figure in the second row in Table 3). However, banks also reduce the amount of liquid assets (not shown here), while keeping the amount of non-liquid asset investment roughly unchanged in terms of equity for an initial range and then only reducing it slightly (see Table 3 and compare the y-axis of the two upper right panels). The scope of risk transmission through fire sales is therefore only slightly reduced. Increasing the equity requirement above 10% seems to have a non-negligible impact on systemic risk, while at the same time not reducing efficiency as strongly as with increases in the liquidity requirement. As for the contribution of each bank to overall systemic risk (see Shapley values in Figure 9) we observe that,

\[\text{Notice that in our model raising equities does not entail adjustment costs. In reality and depending on the degree of financial market development some adjustment costs might render equity adjustment stickier. If so, it is possible that in face of increases in equity requirements banks might decide to partly increase equities and partly reduce their asset portfolio in order to rebalance the ratio. In any case we would observe a stronger fall in non-liquid assets under an increase in equity requirements than under an increase in liquidity requirements.}\]
Table 3: Main results from policy analysis. Changes in the liquidity requirement (LR) and equity requirement (ER) are presented in the x-axis.
while most banks tend to transmit less risk as $\gamma$ increases, others instead tend to contribute more. Since all banks are less exposed to the interbank market the scope of loss cascades through network linkages is reduced. On the other hand some banks invest more in non-liquid assets. This exposes the latter to the swings in the market price for non-liquid assets and increases the probability that they will engage in fire sales.

The lower right panels of Table 3 present the evolution of network density for the two policy experiments we entertain\textsuperscript{38}. For changes in the liquidity requirement, network density presents an increasing trend, whereas for changes in the equity requirement there is an almost constant reduction in density, which is roughly halved over the range of values considered. While the upper limit for network density is roughly the same for the two policy exercises, it is worth noting that in the case of changes in the liquidity requirement, density never falls below the starting value of approximately 6.5\%, whereas it falls to almost 3.5\% when increasing the equity requirement. When changing the equity requirement there is a noticeable drop starting at around $\gamma = 0.12$. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 7b in Appendix F. The number of active banks in the interbank market drops substantially, in particular those banks that both borrow and lend. If we take the number of banks on both sides of the market as a proxy for intermediation activity, Figure 7b shows that intermediation reaches a peak when $\gamma = 0.12$. As the equity requirement increases less banks are active in the market and the ones that are actually active demand less liquidity relative to existing supply, forcing the continuous downward trend in the interbank rate that we see in Table 3.

As Figure 7a shows, no such development occurs when increasing the liquidity requirement. This essentially leaves the number of active banks unchanged. When the liquidity requirement increases there seem to be two countervailing forces that balance each other. As the liquidity requirement raises, banks supply less liquidity in the interbank market and this has a depressing effect on density and other measures such as closeness (not shown here). On the other hand, some banks increase their demand of liquid funds driving the interbank rate up and inducing other banks to substitute investment in non-liquid assets with interbank lending. This asset substitution effect increases the available liquidity in the interbank market (as shown in Table 3), which in turn has a positive impact on density and related measures.

To sum up, increasing the liquidity requirement unambiguously reduces systemic risk as it notably reduces the investment in non-liquid assets while only marginally increasing the scope for network externalities. The fall in the overall non-liquid asset investment shows however that an increase in the liquidity requirement reduces system efficiency. An increase in the equity requirement also decreases systemic risk (though the latter remains flat after $\gamma = 0.13$), but without a substantial decrease in efficiency.

\textsuperscript{38}Average degree, path length and clustering coefficients paint a very similar picture so we left them out for the sake of space.
6.1 Systemic Risk and Contagion Channels

To assess the contribution of each of the channels considered (liquidity hoarding, interconnections and fire sales) we compare the evolution of systemic risk (under different values for \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \)) under four alternative models (see Appendix E). Model 1 is the benchmark considered so far. Model 2 considers risk neutral banks with a linear objective function, thereby eliminating the liquidity hoarding channel and eliminating the possibility that banks act on both sides of the market. Model 3 eliminates investment in non-liquid assets in order to shut off the fire sale channel. Finally, Model 4 is a small variation on Model 3 in which the risk aversion parameter \( \sigma \) is set to zero. We can summarize the difference in results as follows. First, the benchmark model (with all contagion channels) shows larger swings in the changes of systemic risk with respect to \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \). This is due to the fact that the presence of risk averse agents by triggering precautionary saving features higher non-linearities. Second, in Model 4 systemic risk increases with respect to increases in \( \alpha \). This is empirically puzzling, although it is internally consistent with the assumptions of model 4, namely the absence of other investment opportunities beyond those in non-liquid assets and the assumption of \( \sigma = 0 \). As the liquidity requirement increases, banks which are short of funds increase their demand of interbank borrowing. This raises the interbank rate and makes interbank lending attractive for banks which have excess liquidity. Overall network linkages in the interbank market increase and so does contagion of default risk.

To summarize our benchmark model has two important appealing features. First, it generates realistic amplifications of risk and features non-linearity in transmission channels: both are realistic features of banking panics triggered by contagion channels. Second, and contrary to alternative models considered, it provides reasonable predictions for the response of the network to changes in policy regulations.

7 Concluding Remarks

We have analyzed a banking network model featuring risk transmission via different channels. Banks in our model are risk averse and solve a concave optimal portfolio problem. The individual optimization problems and the market clearing processes deliver a matrix of network links in the interbank market. Each bank can be both borrower and lender vis-à-vis different counterparties. Shocks to one bank are transmitted through defaults on interbank debt, through price collapses of non-liquid assets triggered by fire sales or through liquidity hoarding. Clearing in the market takes place through a price tâtonnement iterative process and through a trading matching algorithm, namely closest matching (or minimum distance). The network thus obtained resembles some characteristics from the empirical counterparts. In particular, it presents low density, low average degree, dis-assortative behaviour and a core-periphery structure.
We use our banking network to assess the role of prudential regulations in reducing systemic risk. We find that increasing the liquidity requirement unequivocally reduces systemic risk and the contribution of each bank to it. As banks must hold more liquidity for precautionary motives, their exposure in the interbank market declines, though this is not reflected in interbank assets as a share of total assets as the reduction in non-liquid assets is quite substantial. The former limits somewhat the scope for network externalities, whereas the latter substantially reduces the scope for pecuniary externalities. The reduction in non-liquid assets is so strong that there is an associated cost to it in terms of efficiency of the system, highlighting the existing trade-off between stability and efficiency. An increase in the equity requirement instead does not present this strong trade-off. Systemic risk decreases, in particular for an initial range of values of $\gamma$. The scope for network externalities is persistently reduced as the share of interbank assets over total assets steadily declines to reach very low values in the upper range of $\gamma$. While there is also a slight reduction in the scope for fire sales externalities, the reduction in non-liquid assets is relatively minor. The system becomes more homogenous and the potential damage from interbank market collapses is markedly reduced. This comes at the expense of having less banks trade in the interbank market, with an associated reduction in its density.

We have explored the effects of contagion and risk transmission stemming from the asset side of banks’ balance sheets. Incorporating risk originating from the liability side would take our model one step further in the direction of realism. We leave this avenue for future research.
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A Second Order Approximation of the Utility Function

The generic utility of profits is given by

\[ U(\pi) \] (14)

The second order approximation of Equation 14, in the neighborhood of the expected value of profits \( E[\pi] \) reads as follows:

\[ U(\pi_i) \approx U(E[\pi_i]) + U_\pi(E[\pi_i]) (\pi_i - E[\pi_i]) + \frac{1}{2} U_{\pi\pi}(E[\pi_i]) (\pi_i - E[\pi_i])^2 \] (15)

Taking expectations on both sides of equation 15 yields:

\[ E[U(\pi_i)] \approx E[U(E[\pi_i])] + \frac{1}{2} U_{\pi\pi}(E[\pi_i]) \] (16)

Given the CRRA function

\[ U(\pi_i) = \left( \frac{\pi_i}{1-\sigma} \right)^{1-\sigma} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the coefficient of risk aversion, we can compute the second derivative as

\[ U_{\pi\pi}(\pi_i) = -\frac{\sigma}{(1-\sigma)^2} E[\pi_i]^{-2(1+\sigma)} \]

Notice that under certainty equivalence (namely when \( E[U''(\pi)] = 0 \)) the equality \( E[U(\pi_i)] = U(E[\pi_i]) \) holds at all states. With CRRA utility, the third derivative with respect to profits is positive, which in turn implies that the expected marginal utility grows with the variability of profits. Furthermore since, \( U'' < 0 \), expected utility is equal to the utility of expected profits minus a term that depends on the volatility of bank profits and the risk aversion parameter. This is a direct consequence of Jensen’s inequality and provides the standard rationale for precautionary saving. Using the expression derived above for \( U_{\pi\pi} \), the expected utility of profits can be written as:

\[ E[U(\pi_i)] \approx \frac{E[\pi_i]^{1-\sigma}}{1-\sigma} - \frac{\sigma}{2} E[\pi_i]^{-2(1+\sigma)} \sigma_{\pi}^2 \] (17)

Next we derive an expression for the variance of profits. Notice that volatility only derives from uncertainty in non-liquid asset returns and from default premia on borrowing. Given the sources of uncertainty we obtain the following volatility of profits:

\[ \sigma_{\pi}^2 = \text{Var} \left( r_i^n n_i + r^l b_i - \frac{1}{1-\xi p \pi} r^l b_i \right) = n_i^2 \sigma_{r_i}^2 + (b_i r^l)^2 \text{Var} \left( \frac{1}{1-\xi p \pi} r_i^n \right) + 2 n_i r^l b_i \text{cov} \left( r_i^n, \frac{1}{1-\xi p \pi} \right) \] (18)

We know that \( p \in [0,1] \). Furthermore, even when \( f(p) = \frac{1}{1-\xi p \pi} \) is a convex function, over

\^Note that all partial derivatives are also evaluated at \( E[\pi] \).
a realistic range of \( pd_i \) it is essentially linear and it is therefore sensible to obtain the variance of \( f(pd_i) \) through a first order Taylor approximation around the expected value of \( pd_i \), which yields:

\[
\text{Var} \left( \frac{1}{1 - \xi pd_i} \right) = \xi^2 (1 - \xi E[pd_i])^{-4} \sigma_{pd_i}^2
\]  

We assume that the ex ante correlation between return on non-liquid assets and costs of borrowing is zero, hence we can set the covariance term in Equation 18 to zero. This leaves us with the following objective function:

\[
E[U(\pi)] \approx \frac{E[\pi]^{1-\sigma}}{1 - \sigma} - \frac{\sigma}{2} E[\pi]^{-(1+\sigma)} \left( n_i^2 \sigma_{\pi}^2 - (b_i r)^2 \xi^2 (1 - \xi E[pd_i])^{-4} \sigma_{pd_i}^2 \right)
\]  

### B Model’s Visual Representation

![Diagram of model components](image)

**Figure 3:** A bird’s eye view of the model.

### C Shock Transmission

A schematic representation of the shock transmission process is given in Figure 4. As noted earlier, after the vector of shocks is drawn the supply of non-liquid assets will be affected and therefore the price will have to be adjusted. Following such adjustment, some banks may not be able to fulfill their interbank commitments. Such banks will liquidate their entire non-liquid asset holdings, pay
as much as they can to interbank creditors and be added to the default set. At the same time, many banks may not be able to fulfill the equity requirement. Within this group, two sub-groups may be distinguished. First there are those banks that after selling part of their non-liquid asset holdings will be able to fulfill the equity requirement; the second group cannot fulfill the requirement even after selling all their non-liquid assets. The former group will just liquidate what it needs in order to comply with requirements, whereas the latter group will liquidate all and be added to the default set. All the non-liquid assets put on the market by all banks will be used for a recalculation of the price $p$ and start a new round of the transmission process. When no more defaults occur the algorithm stops and systemic risk is computed as set out in the main text.

![Diagram of the shock transmission process]

Figure 4: A stylized representation of the shock transmission process.

D Additional results for baseline scenario

D.1 Balance sheet characteristics and systemic importance ranking

---

The interbank adjustment is done following the now classic algorithm outlined in Eisenberg and Noe (2001). Note that, at this stage, interbank connections are taken as given and banks are not re-optimizing; changes to the interbank market structure are at this point the result of applying the clearing mechanism of Eisenberg and Noe (2001).
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### Table 4: Optimal balance sheet items - Baseline setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-liquid assets</td>
<td>606.0</td>
<td>807.3</td>
<td>529.2</td>
<td>211.9</td>
<td>838.3</td>
<td>296.6</td>
<td>250.8</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>284.9</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>252.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbank lend.</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>144.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>175.8</td>
<td>153.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>234.5</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>138.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbank borr.</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>234.9</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>244.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>117.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>145.8</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets (A)</td>
<td>755.2</td>
<td>860.9</td>
<td>652.7</td>
<td>387.1</td>
<td>895.3</td>
<td>519.0</td>
<td>440.8</td>
<td>449.2</td>
<td>372.5</td>
<td>301.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>311.8</td>
<td>174.7</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>107.3</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>252.8</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid assets/A (%)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbank lend./A (%)</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interb. borr./Liab. (%)</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nla/Dep. (%)</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>150.6</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>147.1</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>209.1</td>
<td>124.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>176.8</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>165.8</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nla/Equity (%)</td>
<td>1090.7</td>
<td>897.0</td>
<td>1092.1</td>
<td>399.9</td>
<td>1037.0</td>
<td>559.6</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>893.1</td>
<td>1095.9</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>1099.3</td>
<td>149.9</td>
<td>1111.1</td>
<td>1035.2</td>
<td>1051.0</td>
<td>1111.1</td>
<td>1111.1</td>
<td>128.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interb. lend./Equity (%)</td>
<td>166.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>273.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>209.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>218.6</td>
<td>585.3</td>
<td>231.7</td>
<td>194.3</td>
<td>862.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1242.8</td>
<td>984.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>741.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Systemic importance ranking by network centrality measures - Baseline setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centrality</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-degree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-degree</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-out degree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness-in</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness-out</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness-in-out</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvector (left)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvector (right)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D.2 Additional results on Shapley value and systemic importance

Figure 5 plots the Shapley value versus bank characteristics. Results point to a strong connection with total assets as discussed in the main body of the paper. The connection to other balance sheet items is rather weak.

![Figure 5: SV vs. bank characteristics](image)

For systemic importance measures we consider network centrality indicators. In graph theory and network analysis the centrality of a vertex or node measures its relative importance within the graph. In particular, we consider the following measures: degree, closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centrality.\(^{41}\) Degree centrality captures the number of connections that a bank has. In networks in which the direction of links matter, like ours, it can be divided into in- and out-degree. The former accounts for the number of links “arriving” to a node, whereas the latter quantifies the number of links “leaving” a node. Closeness centrality assesses the importance of nodes based on how reachable they are from all other nodes (i.e. how “close” they are). Betweenness centrality gauges the relative importance of nodes based on how often they lie in paths connecting other nodes (i.e. how important they are as “gatekeepers”). Finally, eigenvector centrality is a generalization of degree centrality which captures the idea that connections to other nodes which are themselves well connected should carry more weight.\(^{42}\)

Table 5 above presents the ranking of systemic importance for the baseline setting and for all

---

\(^{41}\)With this choice we cover the range of possible measures based on standard taxonomy (see for instance Alves et al. (2013)).

\(^{42}\)In directed networks one can also subdivide closeness and eigenvector centrality, the former into in and out versions, the latter into left and right eigenvectors.
the measures considered. Depending on the measure one chooses to focus on, the assessment differs substantially for many banks. At one extreme we have for instance bank 7, which can be ranked first according to one measure, and up to seventeenth by another. There are some banks that are consistently ranked high or low (see for instance bank 18 for the former and bank 17 for the latter).

Another interesting question is whether systemic importance measures (i.e. centrality indicators) and systemic risk measures (i.e. Shapley value) deliver a consistent ranking. Figure 6 sheds light on this issue by plotting the Shapley value versus the different network centrality measures considered.\(^\text{13}\) The bottom line is that there is no apparent connection between the ranking provided by the two types of measures. While this may seem disappointing at first glance, one should bear in mind that these measures are not only different algebraically, but also conceptually. Systemic importance measures are of an ex-ante nature in the sense that all that is needed for their computation is a matrix representing the connections between banks. Importantly, to construct these measures there is no need for a shock to hit the system and thereby no need either for the specification of behavioral responses. They are in this sense also static. For systemic risk indicators to be computed one needs indeed to measure risk, and to that end assume some kind of shock to the system.\(^\text{44}\) Furthermore, behavioral responses of some sort are needed for the shock process to converge. In this respect this type of measures have a more dynamic flavor.

\[\text{Figure 6: SV vs. centrality measures}\]

\(^{13}\)In the working paper version of this paper we also perform the comparison with other family of systemic importance indicators, namely input-output-based measures, and the message remains unaltered.

\(^{44}\)This can be for example the targeted exogenous failure of a given institution, the sequential exogenous failure of all institutions, or as we explore in this paper, multinomial shocks to all banks simultaneously.
E Model Comparison

In this section we compare the results from different models to illustrate some differences. We perform a policy analysis in the same fashion as in the main body of the paper. For all models considered the interbank matrix was obtained by means of the CMA algorithm, and the shock simulation involves 1000 realizations of the shock vector. We consider the following four alternative models:

- **Model 1**: this model is the one presented in the main body of the paper, featuring risk averse banks and the interaction of fire sales and network externalities.

- **Model 2**: this model has risk neutral instead of risk averse banks, hence the objective function is linear and simply given by utility of expected profits, which in this case is equal to expected utility of profits. The constraints remain the same, and fire sales and interbank contagion are also kept. It is worth noting that in this model there are no banks that participate on both sides of the market simultaneously, i.e. they are either borrowers or lenders.

- **Model 3**: this model is similar to Model 1 but it eliminates the fire sales channel. Non-liquid assets are no longer a choice variable of banks and are instead calibrated by the values banks would have chosen if given the chance. Once a shock hits banks cannot sell the assets and the transmission of distress takes place only through the interbank channel.

- **Model 4**: this model is a small variation of Model 3. In particular, we set the risk aversion parameter to $\sigma = 0$.

Results from the comparison exercise are summarized in Table 6, which presents the effects of changes in the liquidity and equity requirements on systemic risk, interbank lending over total assets and non-liquid assets over equity.
Changes in liquidity requirement $\alpha$

Changes in equity requirement $\gamma$

Total systemic risk

Interbank lend. / Tot. assets

Non-liquid assets / Equity

Table 6: Model Comparison
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F Additional results for comparative static analysis

Figure 7: Number of active banks in interbank market for different values of $\alpha$ and $\gamma$

Figure 8: Contribution to systemic risk (Shapley Value) by bank for different values of $\alpha$
Figure 9: Contribution to systemic risk (Shapley Value) by bank for different values of $\gamma$